It’s that week of
November, when we all
talk about it only to
forget the next week, day,
hour, minute.... That is if
you are not among the
sufferers of "it"!

Female Power
Let’s talk about power and
empowerment, not about
violence!

LESSONS LEARNED 1

Powerful woman
is defined in so
many words, but
none were
respected,
happy or
feminine in an
emotional way!

Educated

Lives as she wishes

Respects the needs and
wishes of others
Resolute

A fighter

Not afraid to talk
Fiesty
Self-protective
Knows her
rights

Strong

Independent

Problem solver

Stands on
her own feet

Not silenced

Self-reliant
Composed – does not Has freedom to
show her true feelings choose
Drawing made by a beneficiary for this activity.

LESSONS LEARNED 2

Powerful woman = Perfect family
and a good society
A sentence to summarize the kind of
pressure women apply on themselves!
The curse of modern times on women
is the multitude of roles and
responsibilities she has to undertake
just to be as equal as men!
Being the perfect wife, perfect mother,
perfect nurturer, perfect caretaker
and in ever increasing numbers also
the perfect provider at the same time.
Drawing made by a
beneficiary for this activity.

LESSONS LEARNED 3

For quite many
women, power
is defined by
what she
Powerful woman is one who
behaves decent for her children to
means and
succeed in life. She respects her
does for others,
children’s
wishes,
opinions
and
rather than
stands by them. She manages to
what she
be happy in her family and social
means for
circles at all times and despite all
hardships of life.
herself.
Drawing made
by a beneficiary
for this activity.

LESSONS LEARNED 4

Yonca Evcimik’s song «Ayıp Şeyler»
managed to hit just that cord! Despite
the heavy critcisim she received, it is
safe to say she did raise the subject of
female oppression and pressure on
women very successfully.

Women,
powerful or not,
receive pressure
and oppression
from other
women more
than one would
imagine or
expect.

LESSONS LEARNED 5

Life is all about
perspectives
really...


Syrian participants of the activity sung praises for the level of female rights in
Turkey.



Where as Turkish participants were adamant about the undevelopment of
female rights in Turkey by comparison to «other» countries.



Though not named, Western societies were insinuated as the coveted target.



This was sad because while aiming high for their dreams, many women in
Turkey are still fighting to «survive», being degraded, disregarded, even killed!

LESSONS

What do
they do
to be
powerful?
It is our observation
that there is some kind
of learned helplessness
and a modern way of
lethargy in their
approach to their own
empowerment.

TO BE

LEARNED



Unfortunately they expect help from others to become
powerful!



They expect more laws, institutions and centers to provide
more means and tools for them to find ways to becoming
powerful.



It is not like they are doing something specific and asking for
help in that.



It is more like they want someone else to pave the way, set
the guideline and push them in the right direction and shove
them into action.

So what makes them
this way? What are the
reasons and drivers
behind this state of
mind and soul?

This will be our next
journey of exploration
in our quest to help
and make a
difference.

Thank you
Seyhan Belediyesi
Kadın Dayanışma Merkezi

